TODD BENTLEY'S LIFE OF DECEPTION
Oni demon in center of rose; the cross lays over Joel's Army tattooed dog tags; Angry lion’s teeth showing; mixing Christianity with demonic angels and confusion abounds in a sea of lies

The False Prophet Bentley and Jassa belle

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DR8ZLUijEj8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkBLnmdJ2SY

Todd Bentley is trying to come back, Rick Joyner is helping to bring him back to continue to preach his false gospel, I have put a link to a video that is unbelievable but its true and some Christians think this is normal. It's not normal to me it is demonic and occult and this is the NEW AGE CHURCH and many are falling for this type of behavior, notice all the children, by the time they grow up they will be participating in this type of church.
Todd Bentley – Is he now ashamed of his angel Emma?

Angel Emma the Him/She… Todd Creates the First Transgendered Angel

Todd Bentley’s new book called ‘Reality of the Supernatural World’.

In this book he — yes he — describes his angelic encounter with an angel. That angel has been well documented, first by him — yes him — and has been a hot topic around the blogosphere right across the globe as being called Emma, the female angel . . . A She! Yet…

Because of the controversy surrounding this angel’s appearance, Bentley has changed his tune as to the gender of this angel and on his website and now calls this angel ‘a particular angel’ a gender neutral angel.

However…

According to Bentley’s own book this angel who used to be a She angel called Emma, is now a He angel…

BOB JONES WIZARD OF THE THIRD WAVE INTRODUCES ANGEL FROM HELL EMMA~O

“She appeared … He appeared young”

BENTLEY FIRST DISCRIBED HIS FEMALE ANGEL GUIDE IN THE FOLLOWING LANGUAGE

“She floated a couple of inches off the floor. It was almost like Kathryn Khulman in those old videos when she wore a white dress and looked like she was gliding across the platform. Emma appeared beautiful and young—about 22 years old—but she was old at the same time. She seemed to carry the wisdom, virtue and grace of Proverbs 31 on her life.”

In Todd Bentley’s new book, Reality of the introduction of his spirit guide, EMMA in the Supernatural World, Todd Bentley wrote about his mentor’s following way:

“A while ago, Bob Jones told me about an angel that helped birth the entire prophetic movement in Kansas City in the 1980s. The Lord had sent this angel to help nurture the prophetic ministry (and gift), at a time when it was being re-established in the modern-day church in North America.
HEARING A DEMONIC VOICE
“A few weeks after our conversation,” Bentley continued, “I attended a church service in Beulah, North Dakota. In the middle of the meeting an angel glided in. As I stared wide-eyed at the angel, I heard the Lord (not Jesus) tell me that this was the same angel that was involved with the prophetic movement in Kansas City. The angel floated a couple of inches off the floor emitting a brilliant light and colors. She floated across the floor.....”

He appeared young – about 20 years old – but old at the same time. It was as though he carried the wisdom, virtue, and grace of Proverbs 31.

“He carried bags and pulled gold out of them. Then as he walked up and down the aisles, he put gold dust on people. “God, what is happening?” The Lord answered that the angel was releasing gold, which represents both the revelation and the financial breakthrough that He (the newly transgendered altered angel) was bringing into that church.”

[Source]

EMMA COMES FROM SECOND HEAVEN
Todd Bentley says, “Through this article, I pray that heaven, the second heaven and the realm of the invisible would become more real to you.”

(Many believe that the second heaven "And you He made alive, who were dead in trespasses and sins, is according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit who now works in the sons of disobedience." (Ephesians 2:1-2).)

His mentor, Bob Jones said on Patricia Kings’ show, during the King interview; Jones claimed that he goes up to the third heaven at will and does so every day. He also claims that once one gets past the second heaven, the “hooks” of Satan come out and the angels come to greet such soul travelers. He also claims that he teaches children how to have such experiences and that they are naturals at it.

Jones claims that when he makes his daily trip to heaven he feels wind and is greeted by angels. The visits to heaven that Bentley and Jones are intoxicated with are of the pagan
variety. Jones claims that the reason he can go to the third heaven daily is that he has faith for such an experience. The Bible does not teach that if we have enough faith we can do this sort of soul travel akin to pagan astral projection.  

Going through magical portals into the “The Third Heavens,” is a powerful witchcraft exercise and the result is total demonic possession. Millions are going to be possessed by the phoney occulted Bentley revival. People are returning sick and needing deliverance.

These new style ministers talk about their demonic new Bible versions, MYSTICAL REVELATIONS, DREAMS, VISIONS, ANGELIC VISITATIONS, IMPARTATIONS (transferring demons) AND TALKING TO THE DEAD.

EMMA, ANGEL OF THE PROPHETIC

DEMOMIC SIGNS AND SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES TATTOOED ON EVANGELIST

Todd Bentley reveals big differences in Todd Bentley over time... After preaching, he started overloading his body with demonic tattoos and piercings. Isn’t it shocking that a person that claims to be a Christian would disobey the Scriptures and do such a controversial thing? See for yourself.

This one was posted a year ago... he was preaching at Toronto

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zMRChojZo

This one is recently at the Lakeland meetings... when you see Todd Bentley it’s like he has SEVERLY digressed...and it shows...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBbbor9B0Ho
You will notice that his tattoos are missing in the earlier DVD.

**WHO IS THE ANGEL THAT CREATES SIGNS AND WONDERS IN HIS MEETINGS?**

1. **EMMA-O**: King of Hell. He lives the good life in a large castle covered in gold, silver, pearls and jewels... Google EMMA ~ O

2. *Galatians 1:8*, "If we or an angel from heaven preaches any other Gospel unto you (than this Gospel (Gospel of Jesus Christ) that he (Apostle Paul) had preached), let him be accursed."

3. **WHO IS THE ANGEL EMMA-0?** He is also known in Japanese Mythology as EMMA Hoo.

4. **EMMA-0**, The Lying demon that calls itself the angel that (it is claimed) ministered with Rev. William Branham, the famous faith healer who fell into much error before he died. He believed that he was god.

   Let me say, that **real revivals do not move on the power of angels.** True revivals come by the Power of the Holy Spirit. God with sovereignty move, bringing people face to face with the state of their soul. He will convict them of sin and then reveal to them God’s divine love and compassion that He sent His Dear Son, to suffer death in their place. Revival will sweep millions into the Kingdom of God. A demonic angel called Emma has absolutely nothing to do with salvation or miracles by the hand of God. The Holy Ghost will never lift an individual’s personality up because The Spirit’s job is to draw people to Jesus Christ, to convict and bring them to God.

5. **According to Todd Bentley, Quote: “EMMA, ANGEL OF THE PROPHETIC.”**

   This latest Christian idol is being brought forward by the “Latter Rain Movement,” looks strange, acts strange and has many strange, unscriptural doctrines.

   Bentley says, “Now let me talk about an angelic experience with Emma. Twice Bob Jones asked me about this angel that was in Kansas City in 1980: “Todd, have you ever seen the angel by the name of Emma?” He asked me as if he expected that this angel was appearing to me. Surprised, I said, “Bob, who is Emma?” He told me that Emma was the angel that helped birth and start the whole prophetic movement in Kansas City in the 1980s. She was a mothering-type angel that helped nurture the prophetic as it broke out. Within a few weeks of Bob asking me about Emma, I was in a service in Beulah, North Dakota. In the middle of the service I was in conversation with Ivan and another person when in walks Emma. As I stared at the angel with open eyes, the “Lord” said, “Here’s Emma.” I’m not kidding. She floated a couple of inches off the floor. It was almost like Kathryn Khulman in those old videos when she wore a white dress and looked like she was gliding across the platform. Emma appeared beautiful and young—about 22 years old—but she was old at the same time. She seemed to carry the wisdom, virtue and grace of Proverbs 31 on her life.” — Todd Bentley.

**EMMA-HOO** (Yama-raja) is enthroned in Hell, incorporated into the Buddhist pantheon at an early stage as the deity entrusted with the enforcement of the law of retribution. Emma-Hoo was both the ruler of the infernal world and the supreme judge of Hell. In art he is portrayed seated at his desk dressed in robes of a Chinese judge. He has a sister.

**Hell, Jigoku,** is underground. It is made up of eight regions of fire and eight of ice. There are also subsidiary hells. The ruler of this infernal world is Emma-hoo. (ama-raga) who is also the
supreme Judge of Hell. Under his orders are eighteen generals and eighty thousand men. He is represented in the dress of a Chinese-judge wearing a cap inscribed with the name Emma. The expression of his face is ferocious.

**EMMA –HOO** only judges men, and leaves the task of deciding the fate of women to his sister. The sinner is taken before this formidable judge, who sits between the decapitated heads of Miru-me and Kaga-hana, from whom nothing can be hidden. All his past sins are reflected in the sinner’s eyes by a huge mirror. His sins are weighed and then Emma-hoo gives judgment. The sinner must stay in such and such a region of Hell according to the extent of his sins, unless his soul is saved by the prayers of the living. In this case a Bohisattva rescues him from torture and the sinner is re-born either on earth or in a Paradise.  

**PMO (DEVIL-DEMOMNS).** The idea of ill-omened forces was introduced into Japan relatively late. Indian ideas and the Chinese doctrines of Yang and Yin are altered there and ended up in the creation of demons. Oni, and the birth of a new iconography... The Oni of Hell is distinguished from the Oni on earth. The former have red or green bodies, with the heads of oxen or horses. Their occupation consists in hunting for the sinner and taking him hell. The gaki demons are eternally fire to Emma-hoo, god of Hell. The gaki demons are eternally tormented by thirst or hunger, and their bellies are enormous. The latter are maleficent demons who can assume the shape of a living being or of an inanimate object. There are invisible demons, but their presence may be detected because they sing, whistle, or talk... In the ninth century it was believed that very virtuous people only might sometimes witness their processions, invisible to all other mortals. They have the power to seize on a dead man’s soul and to appear to his relative in his form.

We must also mention the Oni demons that are responsible for diseases and epidemics (they are dressed in red) and the Oni demons that looks like women changed into demons under the stress of jealousy or violent grief. Although they are maleficent spirits, the Oni demons in general are very dangerous and they may even be converted to Buddhism.  

**TODD’S ORGINAL DESCRIPTION OF HIS FEMALE SPIRIT GUIDE**

Todd goes on to admit his association with EMMA, his guiding angel in the ministry. Now let me talk about an angelic experience with Emma. “Twice Bob Jones asked me about this angel that was in Kansas City in 1980: “Todd, have you ever seen the angel by the name of Emma?” He asked me as if he expected that this angel was appearing to me. Surprised, I said, “Bob, who is Emma?” He told me that Emma was the angel that helped birth and start the whole prophetic movement in Kansas City in the 1980s. She was a mothering-type angel that helped nurture the prophetic as it broke out. Within a few weeks of Bob asking me about Emma, I was in a service in Beulah, North Dakota. In the middle of the service I was in conversation with Ivan and another person when in walks Emma.”

Todd continues, “As I stared at the angel with open eyes, the Lord wore a white dress. She looked like she was gliding across the platform. Emma appeared beautiful and young-about 22 years old-but she was old at the same time. She seemed to carry the wisdom, virtue and grace of Proverbs 31 on her life.”  

**BENTLEY CLAIMS THAT EMMA THROWS GOLD ON PEOPLE**
Todd says, “She glided into the room, emitting brilliant light and colors. Emma carried these bags and began pulling gold out of them. Then, as she walked up and down the aisles of the church, she began putting gold dust on people. "God, what is happening?" I asked. The Lord answered: "She is releasing the gold, which is both the revelation and the financial breakthrough that I am bringing into this church. I want you to prophecy that Emma showed up in this service—the same angel that appeared in Kansas city—as a sign that I am endorsing and releasing a prophetic spirit in the church." See, when angels come, they always come for a reason; we need to actually ask God what the purpose is. Within three weeks of that visitation, the church had given me the biggest offering I had ever received to that point in my ministry. Thousands of dollars! Thousands! Even though the entire community consisted of only three thousand people, weeks after I left the church the pastor testified that the church offerings had either doubled or tripled.10

“I believe Emma released a financial and prophetic anointing in that place. That was the first angel that I have ever seen in the form of a woman. Some angels I've seen seemed like they were neither male nor female. However, Emma appeared as a woman who was like a Deborah, like a mother in Zion. When she came, she began to mentor, nurture and opened up a prophetic well. The people in the church began having trances and visions and the pastor began getting words of knowledge and moving in healing. That congregation also saw more financial breakthrough than they had ever seen before.”11

The Apostle John forewarns, “Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits, whether they are of God, because many false prophets are gone out into the world. Hereby know we the Spirit of God, every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God, and every spirit that confesses not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh, is not of God and this is that spirit of antichrist whereof you have hear that it should come and even now, already is in the world,”(I Jn. 4).

Certainly, as we look at this text, we see that Christians should be discerning the times and seasons. Numerous Believers provide understanding to the involvement of the occult, cults and bizarre Christian sects. However they choose ignore the stunning fact that Satan is busily infiltrating many churches through supernatural New Age methods. These bewitching seeds of seduction have been etching themselves into the landscape of the American Christian Church for many years. The Church has ignored the subtlety of Satan tactics because the discerning of Christian doctrines and ministers has not been at the forefront of Christian teaching and preaching. The sideline of a great deal of preaching consists of teachings concerning materialism, emotionalism and intellectualism and ministering under the powers of demonic fallen angels. When biblical foundations are weakened, the church loses its purposes and becomes religious instead of being powerful and faithful guardians of the precious blood of Jesus Christ.

EMMA-O THE LORD OF DEAD

Emma-O, the Lord of the Dead, promised to send his most cunning and clever oni (goblin), Shiro, who, he said, would have no difficulty in conquering the god...

www.onmarkproductions.com/html/daikoku_by_ryan_grube.htm - Similar pages

- angels and demons: Blogs, Photos, Videos and more on Technorati
EMMA-O, The God of the Underworld.

He lives in the Yellow Springs under the earth in a huge castle all covered in silver and gold, rosy pearls and other jewels. (Thus, he, (she) appears in these Charismatic meetings, he brings gold dust, silver, rosy pearls and other jewels to steal the souls of the deluded Christians).  

He is the judge of the dead and notes the sins of those who are sentenced to purgatory, and decides the degree of their punishments. Anyone who has killed an innocent will be thrown into a boiling cauldron full of molten metal. However, if they have made a pilgrimage to each of the 33 shrines of the Goddess of Mercy, then all the evil they have done will disappear. Sometimes he is portrayed less pitiless and returns life to those who appear before him. On the last day of the Festival of the Dead, the sea is full of shoryobuni ('soul ships'), for on that day the high tide brings a flood of returning ghost who goes back to their spirit world. The sea is luminescent with the light these souls emit, and their whispering can be heard. While the ghosts are embarking, no human ship should come near. Should one stray into the soul-covered sea, the ghosts will ask for pails. The sailors should only offer them pails without bottoms, for if they do not, the ghosts will sink their ship. Currently, Emma-O is used as a bogeyman to scare little children. Yama's name can be interpreted to mean "twin", and in some myths he is paired with a twin sister Yami. This explains how Bob Jones and his adept Todd Bentley says the Angel Emma-O was William Branham’s Angel, is a female. Enmi is Emma O’s twin sister!  

EMMA-O AND HIS TWIN SISTER ENMA, TODD BENTLEY – BOB JONES

The Japanese deity Yama, yama sense of a code of conduct, Yamas, Yamá language Mobilia, Jargon, Yama (Sanskrit: यामा), also known as Yamarāja in India, Yanluowang (閻羅王) or simply Yan (閻) in China, and Enma Dai-Ō (閻魔王) in Japan, is the lord of death, first recorded in the Vedas, Yanluo is a shortened Chinese transliteration of the Sanskrit term Yama Rājā, or "King Yama", Enma Dai-Ō, transliteration, meaning "Great King Yama", where Enma means Yama, Enma-Ō means Yama Rājā and Enna Dai-Ō would be equivalent to Yama Mahārāja, celestial abodes, Yama's name can be interpreted to mean "twin", and in some myths he is paired with a twin sister Yamī or Emma-O or Enma, Eastern religion, Yama Hinduism, Yama from Tibet, Yama is a Lokapāla, Aditya. In art he is depicted with green or red skin, red clothes, buffalo, holds a loop of rope in his left hand with which he pulls the soul from the corpse, He is the son of Surya (Sun) and twin brother of Yami, or Yamuna, traditionally the first human pair in the Vedas, worshiped as a son of Vivasvat and Saranya, one of the Guardians of the directions and represents the south, reports to Lord Shiva the Destroyer, an aspect of Trimurti, Oni, oni red, oni green demon helpers of EMMA-O AND ENMA evil angels of Hell.

The above information is drawn from Japanese mythology, since Pseudo Christian Evangelist, Todd Bentley, is covered with a Japanese oriented tattoo body suit, and his “miracles” according to his own testimony is from an angel that says is called EMMA-O, Enma.
Todd Bentley's "Emma" the Angel

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIUOwfBEYfk&NR=1

Once the information began to pour forth concerning the reality that his spirit guide, EMMA-O was the god of the underworld, Rev. Stephen Strader forbid Bob Jones and Bentley never to mention EMMA’s name again.

They both agreed to retire EMMA from their hypocritical revival.

Well, Emma is a real supernatural being and very proud and she got mad... Whatever Emma can give, she can take away. The great mighty, mere man called Todd Bentley began to fall. Hell hath no flurry like a “female angel” shunned. And fall he did with Strader following behind him.

“**The Angel Emma Is Not Here**” - More Lies and Contradictions from Todd Bentley

Many people began to criticize Bentley concerning his female angel that he called Emma. Todd answered his detractors that they were wrong and totally off. He said that he was disgusted at how people were “spreading false stories about him.”

“And I’ll say this for all the critics out there,’ Todd said. “WHAT are you talking about Emma and a female angel?!” Then to the audience, “Just had to say that to some people out there in Heresyland.” Then back into the camera, “THERE IS NO FEMALE ANGEL directing me!”

**Todd Bentley - Emma The Angel - "Lyn' to My Face"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNV-5RQiwss

And the audience applauded. Todd continued, “Emma and all that, that’s just a whole other experience. Don’t tie it into this. It’s not the healing angel I’m talking about. God said, ‘This angel is with you, just like I assigned an angel to William Branham. Not the same angel, an angel like. Just like the angel that was with John Lake.’” Bentley then went on to explain that the thousands of “healing angels” that were in the stands were angels God was ready last night to dispatch to people, cities, churches, ministries, that are ready to accept them.
Todd Bentley "Emma...another experience"


Obviously Todd Bentley is trying to detract criticism and undermine the critics by lying about the critics and what they are actually saying, and creating a false trail of red herrings - just like he falsely claimed the critics were only 'picking on him' because of his appearance, education and background, which is similarly not true. Critics criticize him because he is a documented liar and false prophet!¹⁸

And the trouble is with this latest distortion of his on the red herring trail, is there are no false stories on this site, or any of the other main watchman sites I am aware of, about angel Emma. All the sites link to [his own](http://www.patholliday.com/10) testimony, his own prophecies in his own words - that disappeared overnight when he did some house clearing without retraction on his website [what does this say about his and his ministry's integrity. He keeps most of the story but deletes the name 'Emma'.]. So if he is saying the stories on sites like this about Emma are false, he is saying [his own stories](http://www.patholliday.com/10) are false, as they are exactly what we quote, word for word - which can be the only conclusion if he says it is a 'pack of lies' - which proves our point about him being a liar and false prophet. What does he have to be 'disgusted 'about? Himself?

"Emma and all that, that’s just a whole other experience. Don’t tie it into this. It’s not the healing angel I’m talking about.”

Stephen Strader has recently said that the angel Emma won’t be mentioned again because Strader is ‘uncomfortable about it’ - e.g.; read that as: the uproar and rebuke has been embarrassing for the ‘revival’. See here for Stephen Strader’s comments regarding the angel Emma and other of his lies and contradictions [here](http://www.patholliday.com/10).

Notice too what Todd Bentley is actually saying here. He is not denying belief in Emma, or retracting all his claims about her, he is saying that is a whole ‘other experience’ (from a few years ago and another time, claims Stephen Strader, but this is not true as can be seen later in this article). But so what, even if it was a few years ago and has not been mentioned since (it has though, I just mention this to humor Todd)? If it was false and ‘cause for concern’ then and makes both him and Bob Jones who introduced Emma to Bentley false prophets then, it makes them still false prophets NOW as they have not changed any or changed the spirits they prophesy by - if anything they have gotten much worse. Bob Jones, the same introductory source for Emma, has allegedly introduced and prophesied many other angels to Todd since, including ‘Winds of Change’ who is frequently referred to at Lakeland. If Emma was false then, then the source was false, right? And this false source, Bob Jones, still prophesies and introduces pass-me-on angels to many of the new prophetic crowd including Todd Bentley.

Regardless then, even if angel Emma has not been mentioned in this particular Lakeland ‘revival’ (she HAS but we’ll come to that in a minute) that is really not the point. Because Todd Bentley and Bob Jones and many others in the prophetic movement believe in Emma and have prophesied about her without repentance and retraction for years (only covering up now because of criticism - which is a work of darkness and not the light) and keeping quiet about her and
covering her up also contradicts what Todd Bentley said recently at Lakeland (source - from Stephen Strader’s own words from his Lakeland Revival blog): -

“This is the one thing, people hate ... when I talk about the Angel .... People say ‘don’t talk about the angel’ but I’m telling you, right now, to deny prophetic destiny and what you’ve received from the Lord is to turn from the Lord; I could not stand before the Lord, and say I saw the angel of lord, if I did not see it; GOD WOULD STRIKE ME DOWN.”

But Stephen Strader ADMITS both Todd Bentley and Bob Jones have agreed not to talk anymore about Emma, and they have also shown this by deleting her from the Fresh Fire website as well as the recent moving away from her which is tantamount to denial and deceptive at that. But err... isn’t this agreeing not to talk about his angels, in Todd’s own words, thus denying ‘prophetic destiny’, and is ‘turning from the Lord’ deserving that ‘God would strike him down’ if he either lied about or denied his angels? He does both and God has not struck him down yet! That one quote alone illustrates the continued lack of truth and the continued contradictions in this ‘revival’!

If people rightly have concerns about the biblicalness of the angel Emma, so what if Todd does not think she is behind this revival and other angels by other names are? Emma still shows up Todd to be a false prophet. Emma is related to false lying visions from false lying prophets that are not repenting. THIS is the point to highlight - not how recent the visions have been or which particular revival they are linked to.

“It’s not the healing angel I’m talking about.”

What in this particular instance? So what if you have moved onto angels by other names? And besides which, it is not just the angel Emma that is unbiblical. There are plenty of other male angels he claims to see and work with which give EQUAL, if not more cause for concern than Emma, that are equally unbiblical - and they are all introduced from the same false source, ‘prophet’ Bob Jones.

“It’s not the healing angel I’m talking about.”

Bob Jones said at Lakeland on May 13th that Emma means ‘healing’ and she is one of three powerful angels present at Lakeland.

On May 13th 2008 Bob Jones said:

“And an angel appeared to me, told me to get Paul Keith (here tomorrow) and Ken Maddock, Bobby Connors ... HEALING ANGEL, called winds of change appeared to me .... Do you (crowd) believe in angels? .... Yes? ..... well, I saw winds of change said, extreme weather patterns in every form; winds shutting down entire towns from north west; so TODD you are from north west, you need to shut down towns;

And 3 powerful angels are here; Emma, means healing and another called Grace; and Winds of Change.”

(Source here, there is also another testimony by someone else from that night that Bob said the same thing) Todd did not contradict or rebuke Bob at all. There are other lies and embellishments on this night I will pull out in another article.

If Emma is to be denied then Bob Jones must be denied. If Emma is not there at Lakeland with them, then that makes Bob Jones a false prophet in Todd Bentley’s book and it means Todd allowed Bob to lie/falsely prophesy to the crowds on May 13th without correction. (However, Todd evidently did not have a problem at the time as he was apparently lapping up Bob’s every word just as he has lapped up all of the other ridiculous things and aberrant Bob Jones claims). Let me make that clear - they cannot have both ways. Either Emma is there, or she is not there, and Bob Jones is a lying false prophet. And if Bob Jones is a lying false prophet, this whole revival is false because it is based on Bob Jones, his prophecies and other directions and is orchestrated behind the scene by him. So what is it to be?

“THERE IS NO FEMALE ANGEL! Directing me,” Todd angrily snarled.

Emma is not the only female angel prophesied by Bob Jones on stage with Todd Bentley’s agreement being at Lakeland. Others include an angel called ‘Grace’. Admittedly, Todd’s main ‘man’ now is a lot more macho ‘Angel of the Lord’, but these angels are still repeatedly mentioned, recently too.

Although he and his cronies say they are, I actually believe this to be a true statement - one of the few he has made. Because Todd Bentley repeatedly lies about his experiences with angels and makes it up as he goes along. The one directing him seems to be Bob Jones, if anything, as is evident by all the talk on record. 19

THE THIRD HEAVEN
Todd Bentley, Bob Jones, and Patricia King Practice Astral Projection

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRQ3Bd9hKUo

Bob DeWaay writes, “In a bizarre You Tube.com video of “prophet” Patricia King’s TV program, fellow “prophet” Bob Jones and revivalist Todd Bentley discuss the practice of visiting “the third heaven”. Jones also professes to have taught Bentley and King the practice. [i] In the clip from her aptly-titled show, “Extreme Prophetic” (which has been viewed more than 50,000 times), she introduces Jones as a seer: “Many people don’t understand seer prophets because they see visions and revelations and supernatural encounters and mystical experiences, and Bob Jones in our day, I think, is one of the champions of the seer realm. In fact, as a prophet he’s probably the most accurate prophet in our generation, but he is going to share some insights with us.” King evidently has low standards for accuracy. In 1997 Jones prophesied that an earthquake would destroy Los Angeles and that terrorists with nuclear bombs would also attack the city.[ii] He told Christians to flee, which means he considered the events to be imminent. 20

Todd tells the strange occult experience with his mentor, Bob Jones, “I remember talking to Bob in a restaurant about going into the heavens and what it was, and we were talking about the third heaven and going into the immediate abode into that place; the
dwelling place of God. I thought—that’s awesome, I’m hungry for it too. I wanted more because up into that point, sovereignly God was just visiting me, sovereignly (sic) God was just visiting me and I was just waiting in his presence and sovereignly (sic) was visiting me. And Bob said to me, He said, we can go right now. And I said what do you mean we can go right now? Like we can just make a decision, right now, and enter into that realm of the spirit? And he said sure we can, don’t you have faith boy? (or something like that)—that’s what he said to me (laughter). And I remember Bob took my hand and everyone else sitting at the table; I don’t know maybe 20-30 of the people were yakking at the table, it was quite noisy, a lot of the other leaders there; and Bob just takes my hand, like this, and he says “Alright, here we go, close your eyes. And I remember closing my eyes and Bob saying “Okay there it is, can you feel it, alright here we go, we are going in, whoa we’re going in”;

and all of a sudden I felt myself going up. I felt my body being lifted up and it was moving really fast and then he was like “can you smell it? Ah hah, there it is, can you smell it?” That’s what he said to me Bob and he said “it’s the vanilla and right when Bob said “the vanilla” I said “I smell vanilla” and then we started smelling all these other fragrances of the anointing, and then he said “Let’s bring them back with us now”.

Bob DeWaay goes on to say, “The idea that faith is a “tangible” entity in the universe, a force to tap into, is patently false. Faith must have an object; it is the noun form of the verb “to believe.” The object of our faith is God, not the idea of believing that an unbiblical experience will happen. Bob Jones says, “So I have a faith for the supernatural to become a natural in the body of Christ.” Such an idea is akin to the New Age understanding of miracles and the supernatural.[v] Jones also says, “And that they [Christians] are really called; not so much just to have the faith in God, but to have the faith of God.” That is yet another heresy from the Word of Faith camp—that faith is a tangible entity God uses, and if we learn to do the same we can have what Kenneth Hagin called “the God kind of faith.”

“Given the gravity of the heresies and unbiblical experiences that Jones, Bentley, King and others promote, it is obvious that Bentley’s experience-oriented “revivals” are not based on the gospel of Jesus Christ or repentance and faith. Bentley’s definition of faith has nothing to do with having Biblically defined faith in Christ,” says Bentley. His grandiose claims are of the sort that Paul warned against in Colossians and 2 Corinthians. May the Lord open peoples’ eyes to the dangers they face when they listen to such men and women.”

Angel Fire, Dr. Pat Holliday, Ph.D., The New Age movement has made tremendous gains in the west over the past decade. Many people are seeking experiences with angels ... angels of light. This teaching manual explains the reality of angels, their positions in God's Kingdom and their place in the lives of human beings. The author believes that it is dangerous to look to angels for guidance. The Bible teaches that the Holy Ghost is the Revelator, but the Lord Jesus is always, and always, the Revelation.
Angel in the Whirlwind

When you seek a spiritual experience and ask an angel to come to you, the devil will certainly send you an angel of light and when you seek to talk to the dead, you will certainly receive an imitating demon to appear. Demonic angels will also imitate the Holy Ghost.

KJV 2 Corinthians 11:13-15
13 For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into the apostles of Christ. 14 And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light. 15 Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works.

Deception is one the main tools of Satan, so we must be very careful when interacting with beings of an otherworldly nature.

KJV John 8:44 "Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it. "

Also, certain extra dimensional beings may have the capability of becoming insubstantial and then physically materializing at will (or with God's permission).

Demons/evil unclean spirits can't do that because they are merely the souls of the giants (half angel-human hybrids), which is why they seek to possess human hosts. But if there are any other fallen angels lurking around like Satan (or who will soon be released from their prison for the final battle), they will likely be able to materialize in a humanoid or otherwise physical form.

Angels are able to take on human form, as evidenced by Jacob's wrestling with an angel, and the two angels who came to help Lot get out of Sodom before it was destroyed. If demons are fallen angels, they too could take on human or humanoid form, unless that power was taken from them at the time of the fall.

It has been widely understood that the angels fell sometime before the creation of mankind, thus very likely that they have indeed walked among us in the past and probably still do.

The Bible states that we may not know when we have entertained angels unawares. In light of this, I believe we should be very careful when we communicate or attempt to communicate with spirits.

Stacy Campbell's False Prophecy on Todd Bentley
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=macIFwHROaM&feature=related (Todd evidently fooled these so-called “apostles and prophets), he was drinking and adultery during these false prophesies….these folks need to step aside with Todd as false prophets along with the other 25 nutty false prophets standing with them, including Peter Wagner. Do you want to place your spiritual life and let these people lead you and place their hands upon you and
your children? Who is Peter Wagner submitted to? Dutch Sheets? Who is Dutch Sheets submitted to, you get the point…

Ephesians 6:11

[Against the wiles of the devil] The word rendered "wiles" methodeia, means properly that which is traced out with "method;" that which is "methodized;" and then that which is well laid-art, skill, cunning. It occurs in the New Testament only in Ephesian 4:14, and in this place. It is appropriately rendered here as "wiles," meaning cunning devices, arts, attempts to delude and destroy us. The wiles "of the devil" are the various arts and stratagems which he employs to drag souls down to perdition. We can more easily encounter open force than we can cunning; and we need the weapons of Christian armor to meet the attempts to draw us into a snare, as much as to meet open force. The idea here is that Satan does not carry on an open warfare. He does not meet the Christian soldier face to face. He advances covertly; makes his approaches in darkness; employs cunning rather than power, and seeks rather to delude and betray than to vanquish by mere force. Hence, the necessity of being constantly armed to meet him whenever the attack is made; a man, who has to contend with a visible enemy, may feel safe if he only prepares to meet him in the open field. But far different is the case if the enemy is invisible; if he steals upon us slyly and stealthily; if he practices war only by ambushes and by surprises. Such is the foe that we have to contend with-and almost all the Christian struggle is warfare against stratagems and wiles. Satan does not openly appear. He approaches us not in repulsive forms, but comes to recommend some plausible doctrine, to lay before us some temptation that shall not immediately repel us. He presents the world in an alluring aspect; invites us to pleasures that seem to be harmless, and leads us in indulgence until we have gone so far that we cannot retreat. 23

Mystical Revolution

People today have an insatiable thirst for knowledge of the "other world." Many are convinced that life holds mysteries beyond what our five senses reveal. They are right! Everyone from presidents to common people, the educated to the unlearned, the spiritualist to the entertainer, TO THE CHRISTIAN, TO THE PASTOR is affected by this intense yearning to know how to cross the bridge between two worlds. That the "beyond" exists is commonly accepted today. (Col 2:18) “Let no man beguile you of your reward in a voluntary humility and worshipping of angels, intruding into those things which he hath not seen, vainly puffed up by his fleshly mind . . .” KJV

Yes, you may pass this information to those that you love and don’t forget your pastors and church leaders… Government Officials. Also, don’t forget your Christian Television ministers, Christian Newspapers, Television networks, and radio people. Actually, remember the lost that are in the Valley of decision. Lastly, don’t forget your family. Or, you can just stay blinded and write and accuse me of all sorts of bad things and say, TAKE ME OFF YOUR E MAIL LIST…Let me remain spiritually blind and die for a lack of knowledge.

Hos. 4:6
“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.” KJV

Bob Jones: “casting out demons by the wind...no mention of Jesus

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpLIdmx2t60&NR=1

Bob Jones, They talk about the Lord, the Holy Spirit, but no Jesus...Jesus said, in My Name you shall Cast out demons.

Pat Holliday
Miracle Outreach Ministry
9252 San Jose Blvd., 2804
Jacksonville, Florida 32257
(904) 733 8318

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmdVyg9Noyw

Angel Emma the HimShe...2008 July 11 by livingjourney,
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Todd Bentley apparently publically said (thanks Sarah for this transcript):

http://endtimespropheticwords.wordpress.com/2008/06/08/lakeland-outpouring-must-go-through-native-american-gatekeepers/
http://endtimespropheticwords.wordpress.com/2008/06/08/lakeland-outpouring-must-go-through-native-american-gatekeepers/

Ibid, Bob DeWaay
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(from Barnes' Notes, Electronic Database Copyright © 1997, 2003, 2005, 2006 by Biblesoft, Inc. All rights reserved.)